Sigmoid colon perforation due to a jujube pit.
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Abstract

Jujube is a common fruit in Chinese diet, jujube pit is sharp but has rarely been reported to cause digestive tract perforation. Here we presented a rare case of sigmoid colon perforation by a jujube pit in an 88 year-old toothless woman. The evidence of peritoneal irritation was acquired by physical examination and CT scan. Then perforation peritonitis was diagnosed, and emergency operation was performed accordingly. The patient recovered smoothly and was discharged after 10 days of hospital stay.
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Introduction

Most foreign bodies pass through the digestive tract without serious incidents. Only a few sharp foreign bodies can perforate the bowel such as fish bones, toothpicks, olive seeds, glass shard and pear seeds [1]. Less than 1% of ingested foreign bodies will perforate the bowel, and the greatest risk is with large and sharp objects. Here we present a case of sigmoid colon perforation due to a jujube pit, which has rare been reported before.

Case Report

An 88 year-old woman whose teeth had been all lost visited our hospital with complaint of abdominal pain. The process of disease lasted thirty hours, and her symptom became serious gradually. Physical examination revealed the evidence of peritoneal irritation: white blood cell count (WBC) was 16.72 × 10^9/L (normal range 3.5-10.5 × 10^9/L), neutrophilia was 85.8%, C-reactive protein level was elevated to 200 mg/L (normal<10 mg/L), and procalcitonin level was elevated to 100 ng/ml (normal<0.5 ng/ml). An abdominal CT scan showed a sharp foreign body in low left quarter of abdominal cavity (Figure 1). A diagnosis of perforation peritonitis due to foreign body was made and an emergency exploratory operation was performed. A perforation was found in sigmoid colon by a sharp jujube pit (Figure 2). After cleaning the abdominal cavity, local colon resection, colostomy and drainage of the abscess were performed. Post-operative pathology revealed part colon with suppurated inflammation. The patient was discharged after ten days of hospital stay.

Discussion

The accidental ingestion of foreign body is mainly among children, adolescents, the elderly and patients with dental problems. The most frequent sites of perforation by foreign body are the ileocecal and rectosigmoid regions due to narrow bowel cavity and angled digestive tract [1,2]. Many fruits such as apricots, persimmons and plums have previously been described in the literature as a cause of intestinal obstruction, either through direct mechanical obstruction by the pit or through formation of a phytobezoar [3-5].

The jujube is a fruit of the jujube tree which originally grows in China. The jujube pit is fusiformis body with two sharp sides. This fruit are often seen mixed with rice in Chinese diet. The patient had lost all teeth and unable to chew carefully, so she swallowed the pit by accident during meal. Then, the jujube pit caused a bowel perforation in sigmoid colon. To our knowledge, this is the first report of jujube pit perforation of sigmoid colon.
When a foreign body is suspected, endoscopy has the advantage of noninvasive examination and removal. Examination with flexible endoscope for upper digestive tract is considered an accurate diagnostic measure [6]. However, the use of endoscopy is limited when the disease is associated with perforation peritonitis. Acute perforation is usually clinically remarkable, and the history is short as patients present with acute peritonitis. If the foreign body is radiopaque, X-rays can be used to locate the object. Plain radiography is helpful in locating metallic foreign body, but it is not useful in locating other foreign bodies such as chicken or fish bones. CT scan is helpful in recognizing intestinal perforation caused by jujube pit, which usually presents as a fusiformis foreign body with external high density and internal low density. Furthermore, CT scan allows the differential diagnosis of other causes of abdominal pain.

**Figure 2. Perforation of sigmoid colon (big arrow) and jujube pit (small arrow).**

Typical treatments for foreign-body perforation are drainage of the abscess and use of antibiotics with or without bowel resection [7]. The lack of intra-abdominal contamination and the limited range of the lesion allowed performing of simple suture [8]. When perforation affects colon, colostomy is generally recommended because these cases usually have abdominal cavity contamination and most of these cases have diffuse peritonitis [9]. In this case, the perforation had caused diffuse peritonitis. Local resection, colostomy and drainage of the abscess were suitable to perform in the patient. In summary, ingestion of jujube pit may cause serious perforation of the bowel. CT scan is a helpful examination for the diagnosis of this disease. An operation should be performed immediately.
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